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‘Sea-level rise’s impact on the Dutch coast’
Dr. Riccardo Riva ‘Sea-level scientist’ of Delft University of Technol-

ogy started off by presenting the latest insights on sea level rise on the
Dutch coast by climate-change and other circumstances. He showed
how difficult it is to measure all the different effects in reality, to translate these measurements into a forecast. therefor steady long-term developments have to be separated from the unexpected new changes
first. Secondly side effects have to be taken into account too, like sealevel rise by the expansion of the water due to a higher temperature.
Most difficult shows to be the forecasting of ice melt of the North and
South pole, and regional differences.

SOS Climate Waterfront;
the program
The SOS Climate Waterfront program focusses on exchanging
knowledge by visiting other’s cities,
for reflection of each other’s work
in progress and as a possible start
for new work initiatives, on the subject of seawater-level rice and what
that does to cities and their citizens.
Central for reaching this general
goal are the ‘Secondment’ visits
whereby researchers and managers
of respectively academic and nonacademic organization based in
these cities, visit each other during
period of weeks, to give the others
and themselves the chance speeding-up results.
The workshops and conferences
therefor give creative moments to
meet others; for understanding
each other better and pushing reflection for bringing each other’s
personal work on a higher level.

CPONH NGO;
CPO Noord-Holland NGO started in
2008 with the mission to support civilian initiatives in the Northwest of
the Netherlands; to stimulate new
sustainable housing, and other sustainable initiatives. CPONH has supported many municipalities and civilian initiatives in the past years;
from which most of the initiatives
are realized on the island Texel.
ULHT University asked CPONH to
participate in the SOS Climate Waterfront H2020 research program;
because of its expertise in bottomup initiatives in the most wellknown
‘polder’
area
called
‘Noorderkwartier’ North of Amsterdam; an area on the three boarders
surrounded by water.
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Dr. Fransje Hooimeijer ‘Urbanist’ also at Delft University of Technol-
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ogy present key critical consequences of water related climate-change
for the Dutch situation. She made clear the Netherlands will be confronted with more effects than sea-water rise only. More heavy fluctuations of the rivers in combination with increasingly fluctuations of the
weather (temperature, rainfall, and wind) will make the dike structure
of the country more critical. In the past years more critical moments
already have occurred, which support this conclusion. The first traditional reaction is defending by higher more strong dikes. Model studies
have proved that adaptive measures are needed too. An interesting
example presented for further research is: constructed coastal breakthroughs in combination with estuaries to break the force of the water
on the primary sea fuse, also to relieve vulnerable and valuable places.
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In Breakout rooms the participants talked over their personal
thoughts and research, to come back with ‘lessons learned’ for the
group of participants totally. Participating were Sapienza University
Rome with the Dutch CPONG team members together. They were interested in the options for applying practical experiences at multiple
costal locations in the EU.
Dr. Fred Sanders team leader of the Dutch SOS Climate Waterfront team closed the session with some final conclusions: 1. For Europe. There will be measurable difference for the Baltic, Mediterranean
Sea’s and the Atlantic coast, 2. Harbours will be confronted with more
cumulating effects than coastal zones, and 3. Adaptive measures should
get more attention in the coming years.
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